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Share of Shipping in Asia-Europe Trade 
(2017)

- Maritime routes (incl. intermodal transport): approx. 96% of 
the volume (in metric tonnes) and close to 70% of the value (in 
USD) of cargo.

- Air cargo: less than 2% of volume, but nearly 30% of value.

- Railways: 1% of volume, slightly more than 2% of value.

- Road: 1% of volume and nearly 1% of value.

Source: United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE)  
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Share of Asia and Europe
in Global Commercial Fleet
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Key Negative Effects of Shipping
on the Marine Environment

(i) Ballast water pollution;
 
(ii) Transfer of biological material, including invasive alien species; 

(iii) Release of oil and chemicals, including accidental oil spills; 

(iv) Dumping of waste, such as garbage and sewage; 

(v) Noise pollution;  

(vi) Air pollution, through the emission of greenhouse gases (GHG).
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IMO Climate-Related Milestones
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Impact of IMO GHG Reduction Policies
on Fuels in Shipping

Starting from January 2020, shipping companies:

- Have to stop using fuels with a sulphur content above 
0.5%, compared to the previous 3.5% ceiling. 

- Can now burn very low-sulphur fuel oil (VLSFO) or 
marine gas oil (MGO)

- Can install emissions-cleaning devices (scrubbers) to 
continue using high-sulphur fuel oil (HSFO). 
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Impact of COVID-19 on
Maritime Connectivity Between Europe and Asia

Key developments amid the pandemic:

- Record drops in cargo and fuel demand;

- Switch from scrubbers to VLSFO; 

- Low fuel prices – disincentive for technological & 
operational improvements as well as reduced fuel 
consumption. 
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Asia-Europe Climate-Neutral Connectivity: 
Policy Areas to Be Considered (1)

Wide array of issues to be taken into account, e.g.:

- Necessary investment in ships (13%) and land-based infrastructure 
(87%), such as port facilities, refineries and the bunker industry, 
etc.; 

- Role of banks in climate-compliant lending;

- Verification/enforcement mechanism of IMO GHG-reduction 
policy.
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Asia-Europe Climate-Neutral Connectivity: 
Policy Areas to Be Considered (2)

Sine qua non conditions in decarbonising maritime connectivity: 

- Strong political commitment in both Europe and Asia (e.g. debate 
on shipping in the EU emissions trading system);

- Difficult but necessary deal to be struck with the shipping industry;

- Technological developments alone are not enough - the right 
(smart) mix would have to include both technological innovation 
and appropriate policies.
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